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In this paper, we consider the multiple lot sizing problem with interrupted
geometric yield distribution. In the literature, this problem has been modeled in a
dynamic programming form, and a closed-form solution for an optimal lot size has
not yet been discovered. Our aim here is to develop an algorithm to search for an
optimal lot size for this problem. Numerical results show that our algorithm
performs superior to Zhang and Guu’s algorithm. A closed-form solution of an
optimal lot size has been proposed as well but for small demands and for special
cases only. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The single-stage multiple lot sizing problem with rigid demands and
w x w xrandom yields has been studied by Beja 2 , Sepehri, Silver and New 11 ,
w x w x w xGrosfeld-Nir and Gerchak 3, 4 , Grosfeld-Nir and Ronen 5 , Anily 1 ,
w x w x w xCheng and Shanthikumar 15 , Zhang and Guu 13, 14 , and Guu 6 . The
key issue of this problem is that customers’ orders must be filled rigidly but
defective products can be produced randomly, due to the imperfect feature
of production processes. More precisely, given a known demand of D
units, an initial production run of N units is released with a cost of
a q bN where a is a fixed setup cost and b a per-unit production cost.
At the end of the production run, the lot is inspected and only Y unitsN
are acceptable where Y is a yield random variable generally dependentN
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on the run size N. If Y - D, another production run will be requiredN
until the total acceptable units produced is at least D. The problem
naturally admits a recursive structure, since a second production run, if
Žrequired, can be regarded as an initial run with an outstanding and
.known demand of D y Y units. A discrete, dynamic programming for-N
Ž w x.mulation is as follows see 1
V s 0, D s 0, y1, y2, . . . ;D
Dy1
V s min a q bN q p y , N V 1 y p 0, N ,Ž . Ž .ÝD Dyy½ 5ž /N ys1
D s 1, 2, . . . , 1Ž .
Ž .where V is the optimal cost with outstanding demand D; and p y, N sD
 4Pr Y s y is the yield distribution given a run size N.N
For our convenience, We shall define notations in this paragraph. We
let
Dy1
G D , N s a q bN q p y , N V 1 y p 0, N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Dy yž /ys1
Ž .  Ž .4Thus, we can rewrite 1 as V s min G D, N . Due to the discreteD N
 Ž .4nature of lot size problem, arg min G D, N may not be unique. WeN
shall denote the optimal solution set by S . We also let N be theD D
smallest optimal solution in S .D
In the literature, the optimal run sizes with the binomial yield and the
w x w xdiscrete uniform yield have been studied by Beja 2 and Anily 1 ,
respectively. For both yield distributions, Beja and Anily give efficient
computational procedures for finding optimal run sizes. For a general yield
Ž 3.distribution, a polynomial time algorithm of O D for finding an optimal
w xlot size and its expected cost can be found in Zhang and Guu 14 . On the
w xother hand, Sepehri et al. 11 formulate the multiple lot sizing problem
with salvage values, finite number of possible setups, and holding costs.
They present a heuristic method exploiting the properties of the optimal
solution with binomial yields to compute the run size.
In this paper, we shall concentrate on how to search for N under theD
Ž .assumption of interrupted geometric IG yield distribution. The IG distri-
bution is characterized by a single parameter 0 - u - 1 and is given by
p y , N s 1 y u u y , y s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1;Ž . Ž .
p N , N s u N .Ž .
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The IG distribution describes a deteriorating process with a fixed probabil-
ity 1 y u to become out of control before producing a unit; once the
process is out of control, all subsequent units in the lot are defective. In
other words, u represents the reliability of the production process. Under
Žthe IG distribution, it has been shown that 1 F N F D Grosfeld-Nir andD
w x w x. Ž .Gerchak 4 , Zhang and Guu 13 . Thus, G D, N can be expressed as
Ny1
yy1 Ny1G D , N s a q bN ru q 1 y u u V q u V . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Dy y DyN
ys1
w xZhang and Guu 13 propose an algorithm to search for N . The idea ofD
their procedure is to compute an upper bound and a lower bound for N .D
Ž .Then, within this search range, comparisons between G N, D ’s have to be
implemented. The search range is relatively narrower than other bounds.
In contrast with Zhang and Guu’s method, our new procedure is not
designed to set a search range. Instead, we develop a very fast procedure
to locate every local optimal solution within the same ‘‘search range’’
used by Zhang and Guu. Numerical results show that our algorithm is
much faster than Zhang and Guu, especially for u close to 1 and large
demand D.
2. OPTIMAL LOT SIZE FOR SMALL DEMANDS
Although there is no closed-form formula to determine N for all D, weD
shall develop criteria to determine N for some cases in this section. ForD
w xour convenience, we shall cite results from Zhang and Guu 13 in the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1. For any 1 - N F D, we ha¤e
Ny1w xG D , N y G D , N y 1 s bru y u V y V .Ž . Ž . Dy Nq1 DyN
The above relationship, although very simple, plays the key role in this
paper. It provides an exact form for the comparison between two consecu-
Ž .tive terms. For our convenience, the following expression for G D, N is
also needed.
Ny1a q b b
yG D , N s q V q y u V y V . 3Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝDy 1 Dyy Dyyy1u uys1
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We are ready to present the closed-form solution to N for 1 F D F 4.D
THEOREM 2.
1. For D s 2, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .a If u F br a q b , then N s 1.2
Ž . Ž .b If br a q b - u , then N s 2.2
2. For D s 3, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .a If u F br a q b , then N s 1.3
Ž . Ž . 'b If br a q b - u F br a q b , then N s 2.Ž . 3
Ž . 'c If br a q b - u , then N s 3.Ž . 3
3. For D s 4, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .a If u F br a q b , then N s 1.4
Ž . Ž . 'b If br a q b - u F br a q b , then N s 2.Ž . 4
1r3Ž . Ž Ž ..'c Assume br a q b - u F br a q b .Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž .i. If br a q b G u r 1 q u , then N s 2.4
Ž . 2 Ž .ii. If br a q b - u r 1 q u , then N s 3.4
Ž . Ž Ž ..1r3d Assume br a q b - u .
Ž . 2 Ž .i. If br a q b F u r 1 q u , then N s 4.4
Ž . 2 Ž .ii. If br a q b ) u r 1 q u , then
Ž . 2A. If 2br a q 2b G u , then N s 2.4
Ž . 2B. If 2br a q 2b - u , then N s 4.4
Ž .Proof. In the case of D s 2, direct computation shows that G 2, 1 F
Ž . Ž . Ž .G 2, 2 is equivalent to u F br a q b . Note that when u s br a q b ,
 4we have multiple optimal solutions: S s 1, 2 . Hence, in this case, we let2
N s 1.2
Ž . Ž .Subcases a and b in D s 3, 4 can be seen from Theorem 3 below.
'Let’s consider the case that D s 3 and br a q b - u . Note thatŽ .
a q b b
V s q V q min 0, y u V y V ,Ž .3 2 2 1½u u
b b
2y u V y V q y u V y V .Ž . Ž .2 1 1 0 5u u
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b b Ž .However, since - u implies that - u a q b , the terms'a q b u
b b b
2y u V y V s 1 y u y a q b and y u V y VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 0ž /u u u
b
s y u a q bŽ .
u
are both negative. Hence N s 3 and3
a q b b b
V s 3 q 2 y u y a q b q y u a q b .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 u u u
b 1r3Ž .'Consider now the case D s 4 and br a q b - u F . ThenŽ . a q b
Ž .  Ž . Ž .V s a q b ru q V q min 0, bru y u V y V , bru y u V y V q4 3 3 2 3 2
2Ž . Ž . 2Ž .bru y u V y V , bru y u V y V q bru y u V y V q bru y2 1 3 2 2 1
3Ž .4 Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..u V y V . Note that bru y u V y V s 1 y u bru y a q b1 0 3 2
Ž . 3Ž . 2Ž .y 1 y u b and bru y u V y V s bru y u a q b . Since1 0
1r3 2Ž Ž .. Ž .'br a q b - u F br a q b implies that u a q b F bru -Ž .
Ž . Ž . 3Ž .u a q b , we have bru y u V y V - 0 and bru y u V y V G 0.3 2 1 0
2Ž .Hence the sign of bru y u V y V is critical to determine N . Note2 1 4
2Ž . Ž . 2 Žthat ‘‘bru y u V y V ) 0’’ can be reduced to be br a q b ) u r 12 1
. Ž . 2 Ž .q u . Thus, if br a q b ) u r 1 q u , we have N s 2. Furthermore, if4
Ž . 2 Ž .br a q b s u r 1 q u , we then have multiple optimal solutions S s4
 42, 3 . Hence we let N s 2. Otherwise, similar arguments go for N s 3.4 4
Ž Ž ..1r3 Ž Ž ..1r3For D s 4 and br a q b - u , we note that br a q b - u
2Ž . 3Ž . Žimplies u a q b ) bru . Hence bru y u V y V and bru y u V1 0 3
. Ž .y V are both strictly negative. From above, we have that if br a q b2
2 Ž . 2Ž .F u r 1 q u , then bru y u V y V F 0. Therefore we conclude that2 1
Ž . 2 Ž .N s 4. On the other hand, if br a q b ) u r 1 q u , the sign of4
2Ž . 3Ž .bru y u V y V q bru y u V y V is needed to determine N .2 1 1 0 4
2Ž . 3Ž . ŽNote that bru y u V y V q bru y u V y V s 2bru y u a q2 1 1 0
2. Ž .2b . Hence, if 2br a q 2b G u , then N s 2; otherwise, N s 4.4 4
From the above, we can imagine that the cases for D s 5 will be very
complicated. However, the results above hint at the following results.
THEOREM 3.
Ž . Ž w x. Ž .a Guu 6 If u - br a q b , then N s 1 and V s DV for allD D 1
D G 1.
Ž . Ž . 'b If br a q b - u F br a q b , then N s 2 for all D G 2.Ž . D
Moreo¤er,
Dy2a q b b y
V s D q y a q b D y y y 1 yu .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝD u u ys0
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Ž . Ž .Proof. We shall prove part b . By Theorem 2, part 2 of Theorem 3
holds for D s 2, 3. We shall proceed the argument by induction. Assume
Ž .that part 2 holds for all 3 F D F k. We want to show that N s 2 andkq1
Ž .Ž . w Ž .xw ky1Ž .Ž . y xV s k q 1 a q b ru q bru y a q b Ý k y y yu . Wekq1 ys0
first note that
b b b
- u F implies u a q b F - a q b ; 4Ž . Ž .(a q b a q b u
and
Dy2a q b b y
V y V s q y a q b yu for 3 F D F k . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝD Dy1 u u ys0
Since
V s min G k q 1, N 4Ž .kq1
1FNFkq1
s G k q 1, 2 q min G k q 1, N y G k q 1, 2 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
1FNFkq1
then N s 2 if we can show thatkq1
G k q 1, 2 y G k q 1, 1 - 0 and G k q 1, N y G k q 1, 2 ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all 3 F N F k q 1.
Ž . Ž .We first show that G k q 1, 2 y G k q 1, 1 - 0. By Proposition 1 and
Ž .5 , we have
b
G k q 1, 2 y G k q 1, 1 s y u V y VŽ . Ž . Ž .k ky1u
ky1 bys yu y a q b .Ž . Ž .Ý
uys0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, by 4 we have that G k q 1, 2 y G k q 1, 1 - 0.
Ž . Ž .Second, we shall show that G k q 1, N y G k q 1, 2 ) 0 for all 3 F
N F k q 1 and k G 3. Since
N
G k q 1, N y G k q 1, 2 s G k q 1, j y G k q 1, j y 1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
js3
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by Proposition 1 we have
b
jy1G k q 1, j y G k q 1, j y 1 s y u V y V .Ž . Ž . Ž .ky jq2 kyjq1u
Ž .Case 1. If 3 F j F N F k, then Eq. 5 implies that
b
jy1y u V y VŽ .ky jq2 kyjq1u
kyjb a q b b yjy1s y u q y a q b yu .Ž . Ž .Ýž /u u u ys0
The RHS of the preceding equation can be arranged to be
kyjb a q b b yjy1 jy1y u y u y a q b yu ,Ž . Ž .Ý
u u u ys0
Ž .which is positive because of j G 3 and 4 .
Case 2. If j s N s k q 1, then
b
jy1G k q 1, j y G k q 1, j y 1 s y u V y VŽ . Ž . Ž .1 0u
b
ky1s y u a q b ,Ž .
u
which is positive because of k G 3.
Ž . Ž .Thus G k q 1, N y G k q 1, 2 ) 0 for all 3 F N F k q 1 and k G 3.
We have so far shown that N s 2. To show the formula for V , wekq1 kq1
note that
a q b b
V s G k q 1, 2 s q V q y u V y V .Ž . Ž .kq1 k k ky1u u
Ž .By induction and 5 we have
ky1a q b b y
V s k q 1 q y a q b k y y yu .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýkq1 u u ys0
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3. THE ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING ND
In this section, we shall develop an algorithm to determine the N . TheD
basic idea for the algorithm is outlined as follows. Recall that V sD
 Ž .4min G D, N . The algorithm is designed to locate the local opti-1F N F D
 4mal solutions in the range of 1, 2, . . . , D ; we denote this set by LN . NoteD
that since our ultimate aim is to find N , we shall choose the smallestD
local optimal solution if there is a tie. Therefore, for any x g LN , weD
must have
¡G D , 1 F G D , 2 if x s 1Ž . Ž .~G D , x - G D , x y 1 and G D , x F G D , x q 1 if 1 - x - DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¢G D , D F G D , D y 1 if x s D.Ž . Ž .
Thus, to determine an element in LN , we shall implement the compar-D
isons between consecutive terms. One may think D y 1 comparisons are
needed in order to determine LN for each D. Indeed, Proposition 1D
spares us from doing this and hence saves lots of time.
 Ž . Ž . 4Define a table M to store G D, N y G D, N y 1 : 2 F N F D . More
precisely,
D s 2 D s 3 D s 4 D s 5 ???
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N s 2 G 2, 2 y G 2, 1 G 3, 2 y G 3, 1 G 4, 2 y G 4, 1 G 5, 2 y G 5, 1 ???
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M [ N s 3 G 3, 3 y G 3, 2 G 4, 3 y G 4, 2 G 5, 3 y G 5, 2 ???
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N s 4 G 4, 4 y G 4, 3 G 5, 4 y G 5, 3 ???
Ž . Ž .N s 5 G 5, 5 y G 5, 4 ???
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
We are ready to see precisely Proposition 1 working for us. Define
b
Ny1w xM D , N [ G D , N y G D , N y 1 s y u V y V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Dy Nq1 DyNu
Then Proposition 1 reveals the fact that once we add the same amount to
D and N, the only thing changed in the RHS of the preceding equation is
in the power of u . Precisely,
M D q 1, N q 1 [ G D q 1, N q 1 y G D q 1, NŽ . Ž . Ž .
b
N w xs y u V y V .Dy Nq1 DyNu
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Or for any k G 0, we have
b
Nqky1w xM D q k , N q k s y u V y V . 6Ž . Ž .Dy Nq1 DyNu
Ž .Equation 6 , in particular, reveals the key step for our algorithm; that is,
b
kq1w xM D q k , 2 q k s y u V y V ;D G 2, k G 0.Ž . Dy 1 Dy2u
7Ž .
Then, for given b , u , V , and V , we can define NU such thatDy 1 Dy2 D
either NU s y1 if M D , 2 G0 orŽ .D
M D q k , 2 q k - 0 ;0 F k F NU ;Ž . D
U½ M D q k , 2 q k G 0 ;N - k .Ž . D
The NU is important in our algorithm because it allows us, together withD
 ŽV and V , to determine the signs of the whole sequence M Dqk,Dy 1 Dy2
. 42 q k : k s 0, 1, 2, . . . very quickly. We simply put the ‘‘[’’ sign for the
whole sequence if NU s y1; or put the ‘‘[’’ sign for every element in1
Ž . UD q k, 2 q k , ;k ) N and put the ‘‘y’’ sign for all elements inD
Ž . UD q k, 2 q k , ;0 F k F N .D
From the tabular viewpoint, we shall fill the signs of elements of M
‘‘diagonally.’’ For instance, for D s 2, we will fill the signs of elements in
w Žthe main diagonal positions or the elements in the positions of 2 q k,
. x2 q k for all k G 0. Then we will be able to compute N and V . Now we2 2
move to D s 3. With V and V , we are able to fill the signs of elements2 1
w Ž .just next to the main diagonal positions i.e., the elements in 3 q k, 2 q k
xfor all k G 0 . Then we have all the signs in the column corresponding to
D s 3. With a procedure to locate all the local optimal solutions in LN ,3
we compute N and V . We then move to D s 4. With V and V , we fill3 3 2 3
Ž .the signs for all the ‘‘diagonal’’ elements in 4 q k, 2 q k for all k G 0.
Then we have all the signs in the column corresponding to D s 4. With a
procedure to locate all the local optimal solutions in LN , we compute N4 4
and V . This process will be continued until D reaches the quantity of4
customer demand.
A former procedure utilizing these results is as follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ua Initialize SET V s 0; V s a q b ru ; N s 0, LN s B for0 1 1 j
all j G 2.
Ž .b FOR D s 2, 3, 4, . . . , Customer’s demand.
v
UCOMPUTE N ;D
v
UIF N s y1 THEN STORE 1 to LN ; COMPUTE N and V byD D D D
 Ž . 4comparing elements in G D, j : j g LN ; GO TO NEXT D. ENDIFD
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v
U UIF N G N THEN STORE 2 q k in LN , whereD Dy1 Dqk
Ž U . Umax 0, N F k F N ; ENDIFDy 1 D
v  Ž .COMPUTE N and V by comparing elements in G D, j : j gD D
4LN ; NEXT DD
w xRemark. Zhang and Guu 13 have computed a lower bound M andD
an upper bound N q 1 for N . Our algorithm here can incorporateDy 1 D
this result to narrow the searching ‘‘range’’ for N . This is done by aD
 Ž .modified ‘‘COMPUTE N and V by comparing elements in G D, j :D D
4j g LN , and M F j F N q 1 .’’D D Dy1
THEOREM 4. The set LN yielded by the algorithm contains exactly all theD
 Ž .4local optimal solutions of min G D, N .1F N F D
Proof. Let x be a local optimal solution. If x s 1, then NU s y1.D
Thus, the algorithm will assign x s 1 to LN . On the other hand, ifD
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 - x - D, then G D, x F G D, x q 1 and G D, x - G D, x y 1 . This
Ž . Ž . Uimplies that M D, x - 0 and M D, x q 1 G 0. Hence N F x yDy xq1
U Ž .2 F N . The algorithm will store 2 q x y 2 to LN sDy xq2 ŽDyxq2.qŽ xy2.
LN . This is to say that x g LN . The last case will be x s D. In this case,D D
Ž . U Uwe have M D, D - 0; hence, D F N q 2. Since N s 0 and D G 2, we2 1
U U Ž . Uthen have N F N and 0 F D y 2 F N . The algorithm will assign1 2 2
Ž .2 q D y 2 s D to LN s LN .2q ŽDy2. D
Suppose that x is not a local optimal solution. We shall show that our
algorithm will not assign x to LN . If x s 1, then NU G 0. Hence, x s 1D D
Ž .will not be assigned to LN . If 2 F x - D, then either M D, x G 0 orD
Ž .M D, x q 1 - 0.
Ž . UCase 1. If M D, x G 0, then N - x y 2.Dy xq2
Ž . UCase 2. If M D, x q 1 - 0, then x y 1 F N .Dy xq1
U U ŽThus, x y 2 has no chance to locate in between N and N ifDy xq1 Dyxq2
U U . Ž .N G N . Therefore, our algorithm will not assign 2 q x y 2Dy xq2 Dyxq1
s x to LN s LN . If x s D is not a local optimal solution,ŽDyxq2.qŽ xy2. D
Uthen D y 2 ) N . Hence, our algorithm will not assign D to LN .2 D
Computational Results
The algorithm was coded in Turbo C q q and was run on a PC
compatible running at 100 MHz. In Figs. 1 and 2, we plot the CPU times
Ž .in seconds required by Zhang and Guu’s method and our algorithm
Ž .denoted by GuurLiou , respectively, for computing optimal lot size N .D
We set a s 100, b s 1, and u s 0.99. The plot range for two figures is
from D s 100 up to D s 4500 with each increment equal to 100. The
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FIG. 1. The CPU time of optimal run size N as a function of D. ZhangrGuu’sD
procedure with parameters a s 100, b s 1, u s 0.99.
FIG. 2. The CPU time of optimal run size N as a function of D. GuurLiou’s procedureD
with parameters a s 100, b s 1, u s 0.99.
plots show that our algorithm performs superior to the method by Zhang
w xand Guu 13 especially for large D.
On the other hand, we show that our algorithm performs better than
Zhang and Guu’s method especially for u close to 1. We emphasize this by
letting u s 0.999. This is shown in Table I, where we compare the
effectiveness of two algorithms with parameters a s 100, b s 1, and
u s 0.999.
The table and figures show that our algorithm performs better than
Zhang and Guu’s method. We should say this is lucky in the following
sense: Indeed, the number of comparisons required in the algorithm
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TABLE I
Ž .The CPU time in Seconds for Computing N under Different Demands.D
Parameters: a s 100, b s 1, and u s 0.999
D
2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
ZhangrGuu 854.98 1058.53 1262.14 1465.03 1667.98 1871.15
GuurLiou 9.50 13.56 18.07 23.23 29.55 31.63
depends on how many local optimal solutions in LN , for each D. And, inD
general, it is hard to predict how many local optimal solutions will be.
Fortunately, under linear cost structure and IG yield distribution assump-
tions, obser¤ations through our extensive experiments reveal that LND
contains at most three elements; and usually only one element in LND
which is bounded by M and N q 1. On the other hand, there is noD Dy1
need to search for NU. All these make our algorithm very fast.D
4. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an algorithm to determine the optimal lot size for the
multiple lot sizing problem with rigid demand and interrupted geometric
yield. Numerical results show that our algorithm performs better than the
method proposed by Zhang and Guu. It is the special structure of the
problem, linear cost structure and interrupted geometric yield distribution,
that makes our algorithm fast.
In general, there is no closed-form solution for determining an optimal
lot size. In this paper, we propose an exact formula to determine an
Ž .optimal lot size but for small demands D F 4 and for special cases only.
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